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The MOD Group Council’s Annual Report to members covers Prospect’s negotiating activities for the
year May 2020 to April 2021, describing how the union has represented members’ concerns and
priorities to MOD and its associated employers within the wider Defence Enterprise. It explains how
Prospect gives practical effect to our goal of making MOD a better place to work, through constructive
engagement with the Department at every level.
The report is a vital part of Prospect’s democratic process, giving members up to date information
about the union’s work, successes and challenges. It will be debated at the MOD Group Annual
Delegate Conference (ADC) on 24 May 2021, at which all MOD Branches will be represented.
Once again the ADC will take place virtually this year, due to Covid restrictions. The arrangements for
the ADC are set out in the covering circular accompanying this Agenda.
Please take time to read the report and to contact your Branch representatives if you have any
feedback that you believe the Branch should raise at the conference.
Prospect Staff
Julie Flanagan
Freeda Betts
Nik Males
Robert Lauder
Matthew O’Leary

Secretary to MOD Group Council
Negotiations Officer
Negotiations Officer
Organiser
Executive Assistant
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Branch No. & Name

Delegate Entitlement

C104 MOD: Air Branch
Shawn Kay
Wayne Protheroe
No Nomination

3

C105 MOD: Fire Service Officers Branch
Lyndon Hamer
Joe Deacon

2

C112 MOD: Defence Training and Education Branch
Mike Weeks
Kevin Cummings
Driss Bensaddik

3

C143 MOD: DIO Branch
Andy Elderton
Joe Bogues
Alison Sykes

3

C202 DSTL Branch
David Nunn
Karen Chalcroft
Peter Allcock
No Nomination
No Nomination

5

C239 MOD: Land Branch
Brian Lewthwaite
Charmaine Foster
Huw Roberts

3

C263 MOD: UKStratCom Branch
Darren Norton
Freddie Brown
David Olajide
Paul Scott Collinson

4

C264 DE&S & SDA Branch
Paul Hollands
Tom McKeever
Charanjit Pabla
Haroon Majid
Jack Kebbell

5
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Simon Finney
No Nomination
No Nomination

3

C287 MOD: HOCS Branch
David MacIntosh
Paul Kemp
No Nomination

3

C714 DECA Branch
Les Pickstock
No Nomination

2

H111 Hydrographic Office Branch
George Hicks
Andrew Haynes
No Nomination

3
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Standing Orders Committee
Ian Davey
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Matt O’Leary
Prospect Admin Support/EA
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1. Prospect: Representing specialists and professionals in MOD
Prospect members working in MOD and the wider Defence Enterprise expect the union to represent
their work-related concerns effectively, giving them a voice at work through dialogue with decisionmakers. To help ensure this, Prospect Branches are aligned to MOD’s organisation wherever this is
practical. Most members are in Branches that correspond to their MOD business organisation and
elected Branch representatives are able to engage with their part of the business on all delegated
matters. This means that we can be agile in responding to consultation and can be sure that
representatives are close to the members most affected by change. Fire Service Officers and defence
education and training staff have continued to be organised into specialist Branches, again with the
aim of ensuring that Prospect can give the most appropriate support to all the union’s members.
MOD Group Council (MGC) is where all MOD Branches come together to consider the issues affecting
our members’ working lives and to decide on how the union can best represent our members’ interests
with their employers. Representation on MOD Group Council is proportionate to the membership of
each Branch, and business is focused on matters currently under negotiation or consultation.
Prospect’s MOD Group Annual Delegate Conference sets the goals and priorities for Prospect’s
negotiating and campaigning activity in the year ahead, as well as reviewing progress during the
previous year. MOD Group Council then determines the union’s strategy for proceeding on these
issues to promote members’ interests and seek to make MOD a better place to work. Members are
kept up to date during the year and MOD Group Council regularly seeks member’s feedback to inform
its agenda and decision-making.
MOD Group Annual Delegate Conference elects the Group’s officers: President, Vice President,
Deputy Secretary and Treasurer. The first meeting of MOD Group Council following MOD Group
Annual Delegate Conference decides who will represent the union in negotiations and consultation
with MOD at Departmental level.
2. 2020-21 Year
In a year when Covid 19 has turned both our working and home lives upside down, Prospect’s
representatives have played a significant role in protecting members’ interests in the workplace, both
through our engagement with the MOD at the centre, and locally through TLB consultation. Whilst
working from home has remained a constant highlight for many members during the past year, a
significant number of members have continued to attend the workplace throughout the pandemic.
Prospect’s role in representing members interests this year has very much focussed on maintaining
safe workplaces, safe working practices, and ensuring fair treatment for all members related to their
work and personal circumstances. We have ensured that members who have worked from home have
had the necessary protections put in place, for example, through the introduction of measures to
support homeworkers in the provision of equipment, and special paid leave for childcare/home
schooling or coping with shielding issues, where members have had to shield themselves or support
family members.
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It is clear, that throughout the past year Prospect members have played a significant role in the
Government’s response and in maintaining Defence outputs in these unprecedented times. As
restrictions lift, our focus will be on a safe return to workplaces, and how the ‘future workplace’ will
operate.
Positively, a year of virtual meetings has improved engagement with members, both at Branch level,
and with our overall membership in MOD. In March 2020 we began having weekly members dial in
meetings, to update members on fast moving Covid related developments, and to give members an
opportunity to quickly raise any issues or concerns. The weekly meetings proved valuable to members,
representatives, and the Prospect team. Additionally, at Branch level, virtual Branch meetings have
increased representative engagement, and in some areas reinvigorated Branch activism. Meetings
with management have also continued virtually throughout the year, enabling a quick response to a
fast paced and developing situation. The 2020 MOD Group ADC took place by zoom, leading to a
curtailed agenda. However, all the Motions put forward by MOD Group Branches were considered by
the MOD Group Council, and decisions taken on how to take forward the issues covered in the
Motions. The ADC will take place virtually in 2021.
2020 has seen an improvement in industrial relations in the MOD, to a certain extent. Following the
2019 pay round, which resulted in a breakdown in relations, we eventually settled our dispute with the
re-negotiation of the 2019 pay offer. This resulted in an offer we were able to accept. The 2020 pay
review, although starting in difficult circumstances, through continued negotiations, and the Trade
Unions requesting the intervention of CDP, concluded in an acceptable pay offer, which delivered 3%
as a mix of consolidated and non-consolidated pay. For the first time in many years, a cost of living pay
increase was achieved for all members. The MCSU Major Policy Committee forum has focussed
heavily on the introduction of MyHR during 2020, with consultation taking place on the changes
needed to policies and procedures to adapt to the new HR system. Additional meetings have also
taken place on the Integrated Review, the recently published Defence Command, and Defence
Security and Industrial Strategy papers, which have both focussed heavily on military and industry
strategy, the Government Communications Service Review, the Employee Relations Refresh, GDPR,
and Future Workplace Playbook.
We do however remain concerned that the Trade Unions find it necessary to continually press the
Department to move forward the significant range of workplace issues we need to address. Whilst
recognising the difficulties the past year has presented due to the pandemic, we would like to see more
pro-activity at Department level to move forward the collective agenda. Too often we are informed by
members of activity taking place in the Department with no notification or consultation taking place at
the Centre until we request a meeting, for example we have had to seek meetings on the Integrated
Review announcements, and proposals related to the Government Communications Service Reshape,
which will no doubt impact our members in the MOD. It is not acceptable that it is often the Trade
Unions driving engagement.
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3. Structure and Constitution of the MOD Group Council
At the 2020 MoD Group ADC, the Motion submitted to enact structural within the MoD Group was not
passed, however the debate has continued throughout the annual report year. This has resulted in
proposals to create a single MoD Main Branch which would bring together the MoD TLB Branches
under one Branch, with the current Branches becoming Sections. Motions were submitted to the 2021
TLB Branch ADCs/AGMs, which have passed, and resulted in Rule Change Motions being submitted
to the MoD Group 2021 ADC to remove the MGC input into issues which would fall under the new
Branch’s responsibility. Measures are being put in place to create a single MoD Main Branch, including
the creation of a new set of Branch Rules. Members will be updated on developments.
4. Branch Organisation
Prospect representatives have continued to cope with high workloads, both related to their MOD roles,
and in dealing with the fallout of the pandemic, in terms of their involvement in risk assessment work,
and in supporting members experiencing difficulties related to Covid and work requirements.
Additionally, as the year moved on, in some areas, Transformation has resulted in a significant
increase in restructure and change projects, which have created higher workloads for our
representatives and led to increases in facility time to enable representatives to engage effectively.
During 2020, we moved to on-line training, which has been very successful, and resulted in new
representatives being trained to undertake Covid risk assessments across MOD Branches. We have
also maintained a high level of training for new representatives to become active in their Branches and
in supporting members in personal case work. It is imperative we continue to maintain well organised
Branches, where members have the ability to seek advice and support locally and there is local
Prospect engagement on collective bargaining issues.
5. Recruitment and Organisation
2020 has seen a mixture of success in some Branches, and some challenges with regards to
recruitment and Branch organisation. COVID-19 put an end to face to face recruitment and site visits
by non-MOD staff and limited Prospect involvement in inductions of new entrants in some areas. Yet it
has been a positive year in how we have learnt to overcome these challenges and we have ended the
year in a good place to continue to grow and recruit in 2021.
Despite the difficulties experienced this year due to the pandemic, membership has remained stable
overall, and in some areas has grown.
One of the reasons for our growing membership relates to representatives taking part at new starter
inductions/site meetings in some areas, getting involved in work onsite, particularly related to risk
assessments and supporting members to resolve issues. Since the start of the Pandemic the regular
members dial in meetings have been received very positively. Non-members have also been invited to
dial in meetings to highlight our work on behalf of all MOD staff, and to encourage recruitment.
Positively this has increased Prospect’s visibility, and we believe has been a key factor in the
recruitment of new young members who are joining Prospect.
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DSTL has had a very good recruitment year – the digital campaign undertaken by the Branch led to a
large increase in new members. The comparatively simple act of a local representative regularly
emailing non-members giving information on Prospect’s work on behalf of DSTL staff, has helped to
raise the profile of the union and grow membership in that Branch significantly. This rep was also
instrumental in encouraging more union reps to undertake similar work by arranging a recorded
interview about how simple, quick, and effective this activity was to do.
This past year has also seen a change in the internal strength of our MOD Branches, with new
representatives coming forward across all MOD areas. A significant number of members took part in
the online training programme offered, both in conducting on-site risk assessments and personal case
work and representation, which has increased participation and activity at Branch level. This has
supported Branches to grow and strengthen representation, both collectively and individually.
The evolution of new representatives has already led to changes to MOD Group Council
representation, with the appearance of new and younger representatives being active and involved.
However, challenges related to recruitment and organisation remain. With large numbers of
representatives, members and non-members working from home, opportunities to promote Prospect
and our work to non-members are limited. There is no doubt that in 2021 we need to consider
alternative ways of highlighting Prospect’s work, which benefits all staff.
The key to membership retention during this exceptional period has been as a result engagement with
Prospect members through regular written and verbal communications. Locally, Branch efforts to
engage with members, has demonstrated our involvement, particularly in the health and safety arena.
In the coming year we look to Branches to continue our aspiration to grow Prospect membership in the
MOD and take an active part in recruitment.
Prospect continues to encourage its members to consider becoming a workplace representative; this
could be at a variety of levels or functions and we encourage members to discuss with your Branch
how you can contribute as a local rep.
6. Young Workers Network (YWN)
COVID-19 has unfortunately slowed the planned creation of a MOD wide young workers network.
However, the last year has seen a YWN member join the MOD Group Council (MGC) as an observer.
This new representative is now working with Robbie Young and Rob Lauder (Prospect Organisers) to
help establish a CORE MOD wide network of young workers, and is establishing a plan of how best to
engage and support young members to become more involved and active in Prospect.
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7. Communication and Relations with Members
Branch communications keep members in touch with Prospect’s engagement with their own employer
or TLB, demonstrate the value of Prospect membership to MOD specialist and professional staff, and
raise Prospect’s visibility in MOD workplaces.
Members can find names and contact details for all their Branch representatives through Prospect’s
website. The website is an important Prospect resource, and all members are encouraged to register
for a password and use the Website as a source for information. Branches have also made more use
of the eBranch systems to contact members and ensure they are up to date with local developments.
Branch communications are supplemented with communications on key issues, sent direct to
members by email. In addition, MODEYE, the MOD Group newsletter, summarises current issues
under negotiation/consultation and promotes Prospect workplace campaigns. Updates are also
provided to members on specific issues as they arise, for example the Government Communications
Service Reshape, which will impact a specific professional group within the MOD.
Unfortunately, we were unable to arrange a training session for Branch representatives during 2020
with a view to promoting digital communications. In 2021 we will be looking to refresh the eBranch
provision and support local representatives through training to use this provision to keep members
updated on the latest MOD news and local issues.
8. Personal Cases
Prospect Full-Time Officers and local representatives across MOD and its Enterprises have provided
support and advice to members throughout the year on a range of personal case issues.
Over 150 members have been advised and represented on individual personal cases during 2020. It
should be noted that this number only covers cases undertaken on behalf of members by Prospect HQ
staff. Hundreds more cases are supported at local level by Prospect representatives within TLB and
Enterprise Branches. The range of cases supported in the past year include: discipline/dismissal;
performance & capability; pay & allowances; discrimination; job evaluation; contract issues; bullying
and harassment; redundancy; employment conditions; pensions; absence management etc. Our
casework also informs the employee relations agenda in all our areas of collective bargaining, where
we can highlight and address issues that impact members collectively.
A number of cases have been taken forward through the Employment Tribunal in 2021, related to
discrimination in particular. The majority of ET Claims are settled before reaching an ET hearing. A
significant success this year relates to a legal challenge against the failure to back pay NSQEP
allowances.
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9. MCSU & MPC AGM
Consultation with the MoD takes place through the Major Policy Committee of the MoD Civil Service
Unions (Prospect, PCS, FDA, Unite and GMB). The MPC meets weekly to discuss and agree positions
on ongoing engagement organised by the ER Team with key MoD personnel also on a weekly basis.
Due to the pandemic the MPC AGM did not take place in 2020. Resolutions from the Prospect MOD
Group ADC would normally be submitted to the MPC AGM for agreement across MCSU to include on
the collective bargaining agenda. A number of Resolutions were taken forward through the businessas-usual agenda, including Resolutions on pay, equality & diversity, and resourcing of the ER team in
MOD. Resolutions from 2020 on hold due to Covid restrictions and the focus on MyHR within the
MOD, relate to a review of travel and subsistence policy, aimed at negotiating increases to the
subsistence caps to raise the standard of accommodation used; motor mileage allowances to be
raised annually from when the current rates were introduced, including the introduction of a higher rate
reintroduced for disabled staff; engagement on the requirement for staff to complete a F/MT 102; the
inadequacy of IT systems and the intolerable levels of stress caused; to explore a review of the entry
level grading for Healthcare Professionals, who are working above the grade/band they are recruited
at; and to pursue either fully comprehensive insurance cover for the use of hire cars provided by MOD
or members to be given the right to use their own private vehicles instead, subject to the appropriate
business travel cover being purchased.
It is expected that the MPC AGM will take place virtually this year, and Resolutions both from 2020 and
2021 will be taken forward.
Key issues considered through engagement with the MPC are covered below.
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10. Covid 19
Following a patchy start to strategic engagement on Covid related issues in March 2020, consultation
with the Department on the significant range of issues affecting staff related to the pandemic has been
positive and continued throughout the annual report year. Until recently daily meetings have taken
place with the MOD ER team, and through the Joint Health and Safety Committee weekly, to agree
FAQs, Defence Advice Notices (DANs) and Defence Instruction Notices (DINs). Prospect has been a
driving force in ensuring that health and safety concerns have been managed successfully, and our
engagement has resulted in extensive guidance on every aspect of members working lives. At TLB
level, your representatives have been involved in ensuring the safety of staff on site through the
creation and continuous review of workplace risk assessments across the Defence estate.
Members will no doubt have paid close attention to the FAQs and Defence Information and Advice
Notices issued throughout the period. These documents have been under continuous review and
adaption as Government advice has changed, we are now on version 82 of the FAQs, which gives an
indication of the level of engagement that has taken place throughout the past year. Our engagement
on the FAQs has led to agreements on conducting formal meetings, e.g. disciplinary/grievance/
absence management procedures; carry over of annual leave, including now extended to the 2022/23
annual leave year; and agreement on how performance management is conducted. We have ensured
the fair treatment of members working from home through agreements on the application of flexicredits and Special Paid Leave where members have had to cope with school closures, home
schooling, quarantining and shielding. Where members have had to attend their workplace to maintain
operational requirements, we have agreed a range of DANs and DINs. The advice set out in DAN 15
has maintained the ‘work from home’ message throughout and ensured that members are only
attending their workplace where site-based working is critical to Defence outputs and risk assessments
have been agreed. Advice and Instruction has also been provided on social distancing, ventilation
requirements, the wearing of face coverings/PPE in workplaces, mass testing and test and trace.
Significantly we agreed an escalation route for safety related issues through the Joint Health and
Safety Committee (2020DIN06007), which enables members to escalate health and safety issues. This
will remain extant beyond the pandemic.
As Covid restrictions lift, our focus will turn to a safe return to work, and future ways of working (see
below).
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11. Pay 2020-2021
In March 2020, and given the events surrounding the 2019 pay review, the Trade Unions wrote to the
Department requesting formal engagement on the production of their business case for 2020. It is
disappointing that the Department did not take us up on this, and subsequently we had no engagement
on the formation of a business case for 2020 pay.
The Cabinet Office published the pay remit guidance in May setting a remit that enabled Departments
to seek up to a 2.5% increase to pay bill. Prospect subsequently submitted a pay claim setting out our
pay principles and seeking a consolidated pay increase for all staff of 2.5%. At the start of formal
negotiations, the Department presented the Trade Unions with a draft offer, however it became clear
during our meetings that there was little room for negotiation. A counter proposal submitted by the
Trade Unions seeking an underpin of 2% in line with the Armed Forces Review Body recommendation,
was rejected, and a subsequent counter proposal, based on the SCS 1% underpin was not responded
to in any meaningful way. Instead, we were presented with an offer that included minimal tweaks to the
original offer.
Frustrated, the Trade Unions wrote to the DHR, and then to CDP expressing our concerns and
frustration, which related to staff at the maxima being denied a pay increase in line with inflation
indicators. Having suffered years of pay freeze and restraint at the maxima, we were adamant that
members should receive a reasonable increase, in line with cost-of-living increases. We made it clear
that unless the MOD moved on their position, we would invoke the dispute procedure. Following CDP
intervention, we received an offer that included a 1% underpin for staff at the maxima, which provided
members in this position with a salary increase in line with inflation indicators. At a subsequent MOD
Group Council meeting a decision was taken to accept the offer on behalf of members.
The offer delivered 3% in cash terms for all members, through a mix of consolidated and nonconsolidated pay. Staff below the maxima received an uplift in pay of 2.7%. The offer also included
simplification of MOD’s rules on promotion and advancement; smaller increases to the minima, giving
some headroom to existing staff; and simplification of location-based allowances; and simplification of
the policy to calculate London-National pay on staff movement.
The final pay offer, achieved through the efforts of your Prospect pay representatives, meant for the
first time in at least 10 years, all Prospect members received an increase that at least matched cost of
living indicators, albeit against stiff resistance.
Prospect remains concerned that the rate for the job has been cut by 23% in the last 10 years. Staff
are not progressing through the pay ranges in any sense, with the maxima consistently held back to
pay for minimal progression. We will continue to argue for a fair pay strategy that results in staff
progressing to the rate for the job in a reasonable timeframe, and for staff to maintain their standard of
living through increases which match inflation indicators.
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12. In-year reward
We continue to raise concerns about the outcomes of the In-Year Reward scheme, as the data we
receive related to its distribution shows that year on year staff with some protected characteristics are
discriminated against. This relates to staff in the BAME, disability, age and working pattern groups.
Worryingly, in the last year, during the Covid period, we have seen a drastic change in the distribution
of IYR between men and women. Previously women were more likely than men to receive an IYR. This
seems to have reversed. We will continue to review the data and will be keeping a close eye on the
statistics presented to us at the end of the performance year. Last year, we pressed for the
Department to move to a corporate bonus approach, rather than individual non-consolidated
payments, and will continue this approach during 2021.
13. Defence Transformation
A number of projects linked to Defence Transformation have taken place during 2020 in TLBs and
across the MOD Enterprise. Ongoing projects have led to restructuring, and transfers of staff within the
MOD, between TLBs, and between Enterprise organisations and MOD Main. Most notably
reorganisation in Navy Command has led to a small number of surplus staff, with efforts underway to
mitigate potential redundancies. Transfers within TLBs and between TLBs and Enterprise has resulted
in issues being highlighted in the approach to grading and pay, particularly where organisations have
differing and inconsistent pay ranges and grading structures. This has led to several individual
personal cases, where pay has been reduced, for example when transferring between DE&S and
MOD Main, and concerns around grading equivalencies. Attempts to resolve these issues have met
with some success on an individual level, however we are keen to agree a MOD wide policy that
ensures consistency in approach. To this end a Motion has been put forward to the 2021 ADC to
agree Prospect’s position on transfers, to take forward through the MPC.
Project Selborne, the outsourcing of Defence Training has now concluded, with 87 staff transferring
from Navy Command to two providers, Capita and Raytheon, under the banner of Fisher Training, the
successful bid. Following consultation with the relevant Trade Unions, agreement was reached on the
TUPE transfer of staff assigned to both Capita and Raytheon. This has led to the creation of a new
Prospect Branch in our Defence Contract area, which will be formed with members who have
transferred into the new employer from Navy Command, and other private sector contracts.
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14. Integrated Review/Defence Command Paper
The Integrated Review of Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy (IR) was published early
in 2020, reporting that £16.5bn in funding would be made available to Defence over the next four
years. The Review was aimed at Defence being positioned as more forward looking, modernising how
Defence operates. This was followed by the Defence Command and Defence Industrial and Security
Strategy papers, published in March this year. The Papers very much focus on military and industry
strategy, with no detail on how this might impact civil servants.
A number of meetings have been held during the year with COO/CDP, however there is little emerging
detail at present on how the strategy might affect operations in TLBs and across Defence Enterprise.
Due to the future focus on Cyber/Space programmes, it is clear that there will be an emphasis on new
skills and capabilities, and significant restructuring, for example in Army Command, which will impact
current staff. It has been indicated that consultation on change, as a result of the Integrated Review,
will take place at TLB level, however the Trade Unions have requested a consultation forum is set up
at the Centre, to enable us to have oversight of developments, and ensure a consistent approach is
taken where change results in staff surpluses for example. To date, the MOD has instigated a
recruitment pause in order that opportunities to mitigate potential staff surpluses are mitigated, and a
commitment given that compulsory redundancies will be a last resort.
Since the publication of the Defence Papers a further meeting has been requested with COO/CDP and
we await a response.
15. My HR
The move to the new MyHR system has taken up a significant proportion of the MPC consultation
agenda in MOD during 2020. Weekly meetings have mainly focussed on reviewing policies, mostly
aimed at changes to terminology. However, where policy change has been proposed, for example
changes to JSP 763, the introduction of a Position Management policy, and the change in annual leave
calculation to hours rather than days, separate consultation has and continues to take place.
16. Employee Relations Refresh
Following the appointment of a B2 role in the MoD Employee Relations (ER) team, Prospect has
continued to attempt to address issues around strategic engagement. The ongoing under resourcing of
the ER team no doubt impacts on the MoD’s ability to take forward the significant agenda of work
outstanding. In an attempt to get the Department to address this during 2020 a business case was
submitted to the Head of ER for an additional C1 post. We have yet to receive a response. Where
consultation does take place, it is mostly positive, with engagement on the Department’s response to
Covid being an example of this. However, engagement is limited due to resource constraints, and the
willingness to give sufficient time to the wider agenda. Engagement on the Employee Relations
Refresh has started, and a Joint Statement of Intent, Engagement and Workplan have been agreed.
This refresh will consider the suite of ER policy documents currently published on DefenceNet, which
include the TU recognition agreement, the ER Framework Agreement, facility time arrangements and
policies. We await further discussion.
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17. Future Workplace
Initial engagement on future workplace took place mid-2020. This was aimed at how future working
may operate post pandemic, building on the experience gained during lockdown, and responses to
staff surveys, which indicated that many staff want the option to continue to work from home, at least
on a blended basis. Having provided significant comment on a draft ‘Future Working Playbook’,
unfortunately we discovered that the Playbook had been issued to TLBs without a response or further
engagement with the Trade Union Side. We are keen to continue to engage with the Department to
agree a policy on smarter and more flexible working arrangements but will be taking a cautious
approach on how this might impact terms and conditions of employment, for example the impact on
locational allowances. We are very conscious that the way work has changed over the past year,
which has no doubt led to the extension of the working day as a result of being ‘logged on’ when we
would normally be commuting to and from work. The always-on culture, hidden overtime and being
unable to separate work and domestic life will need to be addressed. Prospect will be looking to ensure
that the ‘right to disconnect’ is clearly laid out in the emerging policy. We have agreed a set of initial
FAQs which limit the opportunity for staff to change their contractual position as a homeworker until a
full suite of terms and conditions is agreed, published, and understood. Prospect has cautioned
members against making early decisions on their future working in the interim. Recently, a salary
advance for home adaptions of up to £5,000 was agreed, aimed at covering the cost of home
improvements to ensure safe and productive working spaces can be developed at home. It is expected
to be promulgated in May.
18. Better Defence Estates strategy
The overarching rationale for the Defence Estates Optimisation Programme has remained unchanged
during 2020. An update was published to Parliament focused on closures and potential relocations
over a 5-year period. However, following the recent publication of the Defence Control Paper, and
Defence Security and Industrial Strategy it is expected that there will be changes to future
programmes, as consideration is given to further rationalisation of the Estate. Consultation with the
Trade Unions will take place as the programme moves forward.
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19. Policies and Procedures
As reported above, MyHR has resulted in all policies and procedures being reviewed, with no policy
change to the majority. However, consultation has been ongoing on several policies where change has
been proposed. The current JSP 763, the whole force bullying, harassment, and discrimination policy,
is being revised and amended to reflect an informal approach to reporting and resolving complaints.
Prospect has made extensive comments on the proposed policy and expressed concerns around the
monitoring of informal complaints. Our view is that members are more likely to raise concerns through
a formal process, with the support of their representatives. Engagement on this has been positive,
however, we remain concerned that some concerns raised have not been addressed, for example the
proposed move to virtual investigation meetings. However, we hope to agree a fit for purpose policy
and a mechanism for recording and tracking informal complaints.
The creation of an informal whole force policy has led to the creation of a civilian formal policy on BHD
complaints needing to be developed separately. We have pressed for consultation on a draft policy
since June 2020, however engagement through the MPC has only recently commenced. It is clear that
a significant amount of work has already been undertaken on the draft with other stakeholders in
Defence, creating concerns about our ability to have meaningful engagement. At this stage, we have
made it clear that the new JSP 763 cannot be published until we have agreed the civilian formal policy,
which needs significant input from the MCSU. Workshops are being held to enable us to jointly review
the draft in detail, and ensure our concerns and input is recognised.
Prospect has also had significant input into the creation of the MOD policy on Position Management.
Consultation on this document continues. Additionally, a policy on the change in recording of annual
leave has been agreed. This change comes as a result of MyHR and will result in annual leave being
recorded in hours rather than days.
The 2020 Annual Report set out that positive engagement had taken place on the creation of
animations against a number of MOD policies, known as Policy Bites. The animations set out in simple
form the process and requirements of various MOD policies and processes. The DefenceNet link is
given below, as well as a list of the animations created so far on Flexible Working, Creating a Better
Job Advert, Recruitment, Probation, Supporting Attendance, Redeployment, Standards and
Redundancy. During the past year, an additional animation setting out how TU Consultation in the
Department takes place has been included.
Defence Net Link:
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2FMODgovuk.sharepoint.com%
2Fsites%2Fdefnet%2FHOCS%2Fpages%2Fpolicy_bites_animations.aspx&amp;data=02%7C01%
7CRobert.Lee308%40MOD.gov.uk%7C872ced64426744330a8c08d7a571c0f2%
7Cbe7760ed5953484bae95d0a16dfa09e5%7C0%7C0%
7C637159780289419373&amp;sdata=O7Eb42sjl%2F12eaBMJmp%2B5b5uXTp%
2B1ZdYxEKrRMI2aHk%3D&amp;reserved=0
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20. Restructure of Government Communications
In early July 2020, the Government announced a Reshape of the Government Communications
Service, with the intention of creating a single employer Model, with staff remaining embedded in
Departments. Since the announcement, Prospect has been involved in consultation through the
Cabinet Office and at Departmental level. Initially, the information coming from GCS indicated that
Departments would only retain 30 communication professionals in each Department. Given that the
MOD employs around 540 staff this created immediate concerns. During the period since the
announcement, a discovery process has taken place which has given Departments the opportunity to
provide considerable input and information to the GCS as the proposals have developed. The work
was put on hold in November 2020, but it is clear, that in the MOD, a review of the MODel continued,
leading to concerns that the final outcome would be pre-empted and impact negatively on staff. Since
the announcement, the MOD Trade Unions have held two meetings with DDC, at our request, in order
that we can understand how this review is developing within the MOD, and to be given the opportunity
to influence the outcomes. The last meeting was requested following the publication of a document,
which set out the structure of Communications across the Department, but also indicated that cuts of
15-20% were being considered. We had not been given prior notice of the release of this document
and immediately sought a meeting with DDC. We were concerned at indications in some TLBs that
action was taking place before any firm proposals had been issued by DDC, and that Communications
staff were being included in restructure consultations linked to Transformation projects. Since our
meeting earlier this year, TLBs have put on hold any actions pending the publication of Defence
proposals, and a recruitment freeze put in place as a pre-mitigation measure against staff cuts.
Members will be updated as the situation develops.
21. Smoking & Tobacco Control Strategy for Defence 2017-2022
In line with the Department’s aim of reducing smoking across the Defence estate by 2022, a Defence
Information Notice has now been published following the completion of several pilots aimed at a smoke
free Defence. Prospect responded to the strategy and consultation documents, which were issued in
early 2018. The DIN published at the start of 2021, confirmed that the Defence Estate would be smoke
free from 1 January 2021. However, following concerns expressed by the Trade Unions, and through
the pilots, related to security of personnel and how this would operate where private accommodation is
on site, consultation on how this will be achieved will take place at site level, with some flexibilities
allowed.
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22. Health and Safety
It was reported last year that following representations made by Prospect and the MCSU, agreement
was secured for the statutory Joint Departmental Health and Safety Committee to meet at least twice a
year. However, following the Covid 19 outbreak in March 2020 the Committee started meeting weekly
to address the numerous health and safety issues created by the pandemic. A number of Defence
Advice and Information Notes have been consulted on through this Committee dealing with issues
related to homeworking and attendance at the workplace. Notably, we have successfully sought
agreement on the continuing ‘work from home’ messaging and guidance on risk assessments.
Importantly, due to our engagement we have agreed an escalation process, which will remain in place
post Covid to ensure staff have the ability to escalate health and safety concerns without the need to
resort to a formal grievance process which can delay action being taken. The Committee continues to
meet, currently on a two weekly basis to continue to address Covid related issues as they arise.
23. NSQEP
After 7 years, Prospect finally settled the ongoing legal process related to NSQEP back payments.
This issue was first taken up by Prospect in 2013, with support given to members through the
grievance and appeal process. At the end of 2015, the MOD accepted some members should be paid
the allowances, but no agreement was reached on backdating payments, so the battle continued.
Prospect’s team eventually reached agreement, following the submission of legal action, that all
members included in the claim would receive backpay, which was paid in full. This resulted in over
£465,000 being paid to 32 Prospect members, a huge victory and example of the benefit of Prospect
membership (see below).
24. Equality & Diversity
The MOD Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Forum has not met formally during 2020/21. Following a
Permanent Secretary staff dial in during the Black Lives Matter campaign, which resulted in some
shocking comments and feedback from staff, the Department has reinvigorated their efforts to raise the
E&D profile in the Department. A new Director at 2* level has been appointed and 17 new D&I posts
introduced to the MOD team. It is disappointing to note that the Trade Unions were not invited to be
engaged in strategic discussions around the issues raised. Concerns remain that there needs to be a
significant change in the cultural issues prevalent in MOD, and in how the Department deals with
personal cases linked to equality issues. Prospect continues to press for the Departmental Joint
Committee on Equality Diversity and Inclusion, a Sub-Committee of the Defence Whitley Council to
meet, and for the new Director D&I to Chair the Official Side..
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25. Air
No report received.
26. Land
Army Operating Model – Prospect is working closely with the Army TLB on the new Army Operating
Model. Consultation meetings take place on a monthly basis with consultation documents received in
good time. A significant number of contractors have been employed to support this restructuring, which
causes concern. Restructuring continues to take place within Army TLB in support of the AOM,
however, the impact of the recent Defence Command and Defence Security and Industrial Strategy
papers is currently unknown.
Covid 19 - Regular monthly Covid meetings have taken place throughout the year, enabling Prospect
to challenge and redirect the Army to address any concerns and to ensure any Army direction is based
on DAN 15.
Casework – Representatives have supported members throughout the year on individual casework
related to sick absence management, grievance/disciplinary processes and bullying and harassment.
27. Navy
Employee Engagement – This has been impacted due to the number and availability of
representatives. Since the stepping up of activity regarding “Navy Transformation”, the Branch
President’s facility time was increased (temporarily) to allow significant engagement with the TLB.
Employee Relations - The Branch did not meet physically at all during the past year but this was
primarily due to the impact of Covid 19. On the upside though Branch representatives have been
meeting fortnightly to informally discuss any and all ongoing issues within Navy Command and the
MOD. Branch Council members have met regularly (Hecate - weekly meetings) at formal and informal
engagement meetings with the Official Side.
Navy Transformation – The hard work of all the Trade Unions involved has resulted in the Branch
working to reduce the potential impact significantly. We responded to every consultation document
seeking clarity and challenging some assumptions, we met regularly with the TLB to discuss the
impact and how any negative impact on individual could be mitigated. At the beginning of these talks
we were told that perhaps 200 civil servants could be displaced but on 9th Feb 2021 the number of
displaced civil servants had reduced from around 50 not the 200 originally feared) to just 14. The
President attended over twenty Post-Mapping exercises and consulted with affected staff when able,
and consulted constantly with the "official side". We have still to see any significant impact of the Shore
Based Review but our understanding remains that the impact will fall mostly on military shore-based
roles however there will be some civilian posts cut. It is hoped that the creation of new civilian posts
(currently filled by military) should more than compensate – we’ll see.
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The Branch will continue to be effective in making a positive difference, thanks to the strength of our
membership and our approach of constructive engagement with the employer. The Branch will
continue to focus on how best to safeguard members’ interests in the face of those civilian job cuts,
while securing a positive working environment for MOD defence specialists into the future.
Covid 19 - Prospect members in the Navy Branch have continued to enter the workplace to deliver vital
support to the Nation's Defence - Air/ Pilot Training, Design &Engineering support to Aircraft, Ships
and Submarines, Harbour Control, Admiralty Pilots, Safety Advisors and Inspectors, Logistics
Managers, M/T managers, Estates/Infra managers and staff and a whole group of members in
Commercial, Finance, Media, Legal, Security etc.
Membership, Recruitment and Organisation - Maintaining membership levels in the Branch remains a
challenge in the context of staff leaving MOD organisations through job cuts and a general drift
towards other employers who can offer better rewards. Under Prospect’s ‘Union for Life’ approach
these members can, and in many cases do, remain in the union; however, they move out of the
branches. Recruitment of staff therefore remains a priority of the branch. From this time last year, we
are down 8 members – hopefully with time and effort we can reverse this trend. Recruitment events
have been on hold since March 2020. The Branch is engaging with the TLB on having a place at
induction events, to explain to new staff the value of joining a relevant trade union, however this
remains on hold due to Covid. Attracting and engaging younger members continues to be a priority.
Future Maritime Support Programme (FMSP) - There has been an impact with a number of members
due to transfer to DE&S in the coming months, thankfully there is no impact on job losses indicated.
Key milestones in the programme have been pushed to the right, however the Branch continue to be
engaged at regular intervals. This project will also affect members in other TLBs.
Project Selbourne – Around 85 civil servants transferred to the private sector on 1 April 2021. The
Branch President, alongside the Prospect National Officer engaged in consultation on the TUPE
transfer, which has ensured contractual terms and conditions, and some policy provisions have been
retained.
No Smoking - The trials have completed and the rollout across MOD, has commenced from Jan 2021.
Local Reps should be consulted on a site by site basis as it is introduced. This Branch does support
the health benefits of not smoking however we will continue to ensure smokers are treated fairly and
supported.
Safety, Health, Environment & Fire Committee - Within Navy Command we have a 4* H&S Committee
that continues to make a positive difference for members. Although we have not met for some time, we
do engage every Monday (as a default) on all things related to Covid and how it is affecting our
working lives.
Summary - The period covered by this report has been extremely challenging for the Branch but we
were able to continue to get results for members both individually and collectively, which is a credit to
the teamwork of representatives and Prospect staff during a very difficult time.
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Finally, the Branch will do its utmost to continue to protect and advance members’ interests at work,
but in order to do this is it vital that reps work to engage members and encourage active participation in
the union’s campaigns and consultation, continue with its professional approach of considering
proposals for change on their merits, challenging where the evidence is lacking and putting forward
realistic alternatives in the interests of negotiating in good faith and securing the best possible
outcomes for members.
28. HOCS
The key issues on which the HOCS Branch Representatives had engaged in the past year were:
Prospect National Conferences - As instructed by the 2020 Branch AGM, the Branch drafted and
submitted three motions to the Prospect MOD Group Annual Delegate Conference on the following
topics: Mandated Use of Hire Cars and Insurance cover; Motor Mileage Allowance insufficient to meet
motoring costs, Subsistence levels too low. Given the circumstances at the time the MOD Group ADC
was held virtually but the Branch delegates participated, and all the motions were adopted as MOD
Group Policy. The Prospect Bi-Ennial National Delegate Conference was cancelled, and motions were
debated remotely.
Covid 19 – A lot of attention was given to supporting risk assessments for the sites where HOCS and
DNO staff were located to ensure that, where staff had had to attend during lockdowns or were
attending between lockdowns, the sites were as safe as practical. Specific reports were given on RA
activities covering the MDP nationwide and the Rosyth area. Main Building engagement on risk
assessments consisted of bi-weekly meetings under David Blackall, the HoE, to agree risk
assessments for entry, walkaround and exit of the building as well as for floorplate ventilation and desk
layout and specific activities such as canteen operation and gymnasium access. Safe systems of work
were agreed for all these areas and monitored/adapted to reflect the changing guidance.
HOCS Disaggregation – Engagement with the HOCS TLB has continued throughput and major inroads
have been made. The Head Office TU Side now has access to the HO Board with the TU Side Chair
sitting as an Observer and bi-weekly meetings with HRBPs from across HO and the Enabling
Organisations. Specific meetings have also been set up with some of the DGs for the Enablers and it
is hoped to formalise that for all of them. Extra effort will need to be made to encourage more
volunteers for consultation reps if Prospect engagement is going to be effective. The key engagement
going forward will be on the back of the integrated review outcomes and will form around
transformation and strategic workforce planning which the TUs are keen to engage on.
DG(Nuc)/DNO - As a TLB, the DNO has a joint Whitley Committee with the TUs and engagement has
been positive, if a bit patchy. As an expanding and evolving organisation delivering a key government
defence policy most of the consultation has been about post creation and ways of working but, again,
that engagement is being led by a small cadre of overstretched volunteers and is not as effective as it
could be with the application of local knowledge. The nomination of a full cadre of representatives
should see that situation improve immensely. A major ongoing issue is the transfer of the Atomic
Weapons Establishment (AWE) under DNO and as an integral part of the Defence Nuclear Enterprise.
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This will have implications for DNO Commercial Staff but DG(Nuc) is confident any displaced staff can
be accommodated within the expanding workforce.
United Kingdom Security Vetting (UKSV) Transfer to Cabinet Office (CO) – The members in the UKSV
transferred to the CO on 1st April with the retention of all their MOD T&Cs.
MDP – Closure of Wethersfield HQ – Plans were published on the closure and disposal of the
Wethersfield HQ site by 2025 and transfer of HQ organisation to RAF Wyton by 2022 and the training
from Southwick to Coulport in a similar timeframe.
Personal Cases – Supporting of members through personal cases continued to be the main priority of
the Committee throughout 2020.
Rosyth RRA – Prospect members in CAAS agreed to a consolidation of the non-pensionable element
of their RRA after the Branch President, supported by Julie Flanagan, Prospect Official, managed to
negotiate that as an option on the back of CAAS stating an intention to remove the allowance in its
entirety. A clear victory which was welcomed by the members involved.
29. UK StratCom
Covid 19 - The year had been heavily taken up with managing the COVID situation in workplaces with
extra reps taking on the Risk Assessment (RA) for COVID training and then reviewing the many RAs
produced at each site. Many sites also implemented extra H&S meetings that reps were involved in,
raising members concerns through these routes and challenging decisions. Non COVID
related issues also continued, though many Whitley meetings were delayed and topics of discussion
often remained around the ongoing pandemic. As the situation changed, reps were often called upon
to review information and staff instructions at short notice.
Relocations - There has been limited progress on the PRIDE 2 move of DGC to Wyton, and the GAIT
to Northolt project, so the 2023 closure of the Feltham Site is looking unachievable, hopefully 2021 will
bring some clarity to allow dates to be firmed up.
Virtual meetings - The move to virtual meetings had seen a rise in attendance and is something we will
look to continue in some way when physical meetings are able to resume.
30. DIO
No report received.
31. DTE
Covid - The vast majority of DTE members have been able to deliver remotely for a significant part of
the year. This has been essential as part of the National response to Covid. There have been issues
on most sites, looking to bring staff in earlier or more frequently than is absolutely essential. Where the
Branch has pushed back this has generally caused some reconsideration and reduced that need.
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Most member areas have had some engagement on the development of the Risk Assessments used
on our various sites. Our membership areas are listed below:
Departmental Professors of Music – The Professors of Music (PoMs) are located at Kneller Hall (Army)
and in HMS Nelson (Navy). Each area comprises Instrumental Professors and Academic Professors
on differing contracts. Under Defence Estate Optimisation Kneller Hall is now closing in August 2021.
All Instrumental delivery is moving to HMS Nelson (IPoMs) and the Academic element to Minley
(APoMs). Post mapping has concluded and the vast majority of the IPoMs and most of the APoMs at
Kneller Hall are now at risk of redundancy. All of the issues highlighted last year did come to pass, but
the process is nearly concluded. On the PoM pay issues we have had recent constructive discussions
with the department and the PoMs are now part of the National Pay negotiations and a way forward on
contractual terms has been agreed in outline.
Basic Skills Development Managers (BSDMs-Army) - These are specialist teachers operating across
the Army’s estate providing educational support in Numeracy, Literacy and ICT at the Army Education
Centres. They are analogue grades, i.e., are not part of the normal departmental pay negotiations but
paid against national scales. They are members of the Teachers’ pension scheme (not PCSPS). The
cadre finds itself under constant pressure against the army rebasing, and continual re-organisation of
the Army’s Education and Training structures. Their work is pressurised, they are often singleton or
dual posts operating at distance from colleagues. The reorganisations over the past 10 years have
focussed more work into fewer sites, so stress is an ever-present factor. The branch is supposed to be
consulted on the application of ‘threshold payments’ each year. These are the ‘responsibility/level of
work’ payments in the Teacher pay system. Exactly how these are allocated depends on who is
identified as the MOD’s equivalent of the headmaster. We know some staff have been placed into the
wrong pension schemes by DBS (usually the PCSPS -Alpha) and this can cause enormous hardship if/
when staff come to retire, in the worst case having to pay many thousands extra to be able to gain
access to a TPS pension when MyCSP inform them they are ineligible for a CS pension and give them
their contributions back.
The Burnham Lecturer group - These are retained grade specialist T&E lecturers. They are usually
degree or higher qualified teachers holding also a Cert Ed or higher. They mainly teach in defence
schools across Air Command and JFC (There’s 1 in Army and 1 in Navy). Their expertise cover:
Language, Culture, Pharmacy, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Avionics & Aeronautical
Engineering, CIS, Cyber and Geospatial. Burnham’s are also involved in Accreditation and
Apprenticeship management and some aspects of Validation and assurance. They deliver or support
delivery from C&Gs Leve2/3 right through to Masters programmes with College, Universities and
various other accrediting partners.
Within Air, DCTT employs Burnham’s to deliver Technical education across Air, Army and Navy
Engineering training schools at Lyneham, HMS Sultan, Blandford, St Athan and RAF Cosford. They
are also instrumental in the management of the Air Command’s Apprenticeships and associated
accreditation through 22Gp. Currently No4SoTT at St Athan is earmarked to relocate to either RAF
Cosford or Lyneham during 2023. This will put staff (at Cosford and St Athan) potentially at risk of
redundancy and those at St Athan, likely eligible for bulk transfer relocation.
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Longer term (2027-8) there is investigation on the potential relocation of Blandford’s DSCIS to RAF
Cosford too. All DCTT Burnham grades are in scope for the Next Generation Technical Training
Review (NGTTR) which is another DTR in essence. Although assurances are given that an in-house
bid will be part of this, experience leads that this will not be fully resourced, and the risk is outsourcing
if that were to be the case. At Shrivenham and Chicksands, the Language and culture delivery is
undertaken. This has undergone radical overhaul and scrutiny over the past 3 years, firstly under
Project Astutia, then overtaken by the JFD reorganisation. There is yet another reorganisation now
planned over the next 3 years (it’s a growth industry!) The branch successfully campaigned to retain
the Principle Lecturer and an SBL post in the last re-org. We also retained all of the Senior Burnham
and Burnham Lecturers across the organisation. At Chicksands we have raised concerns over D&I
practices and business area statements on the Burnham cadres role when concerns were aimed at
their dual nationalities. There is a stated desire to look to relocate Chicksands Burnhams to
Shrivenham but no proposals have been detailed as yet. At Hermitage, the Burnham cadre offers
world renowned geospatial expertise and education. Branch concerns remain over the widespread use
of Equivalent Grade Management at this establishment, and we believe this is a factor in the very poor
retention and high instances of grievances and disciplinary procedures. We would wish to re-examine
the applicability of this policy in this school. We have issues at a number of sites in the competitiveness
of MOD salaries, we have helped to construct and support business cases to establish and retain RRA
and MSA payments but with limited success. Across the branch we have supported a number of
members through personal case work along with assisting with members from other branches (~15 this
year + in total) from return to work, PAR, Pay, Pensions, OH assessments, G&D, formal warnings etc.
As a branch we need more reps to bolster the branch committee and running of the branch. We have
welcomed new rep from Blandford, Shrivenham and Hermitage and are grateful for their contributions.
32. FSO (DFRS)
Pay
DFRS pay is set through the National Joint Council for Fire and Rescue Service (NJC), which
confirmed a 2% increase on pay rates of Local Authority Fire and Rescue roles effective from 1 July
2020. In line with this announcement the MOD implemented a 2% increase on MOD Brigade
Managers and Fire Officer pay rates effective from 1 July 2020.
Other Issues
The transfer of the Defence fire & Rescue service was awarded to Capita in August 2019. Following
TUPE transfer consultations, staff transferred to Capita on 1 April 2020. Currently a review of Fire and
Rescue Services at Porton Down is ongoing.
Effective pension age – It was agreed by the MOD that the EFA would be reduced to 65 in 2017,
however the implementation of this has been delayed whilst the Department considers the impact of
the McLeod judgement. Prospect continues to press the Department on this, and remains concerned
that this needs to be resolved prior to members moving to the Alpha Pension Scheme on 1 April 2022.
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33. DE&S/SDA
Pay
As an extraordinary measure, due to the impact of Covid 19, DE&S/SDA took the decision to offer a
consolidated pay increase to all eligible staff of 2.25% from 1 April 2020. This award was applied to all
staff with no link to performance or benchmark. There were no changes to the DE&S/SDA Salary
ranges applicable from 1 April 2020 other than to accommodate increases to the National Living Wage
(NLW). Level 1 was increased to £16,777 to reflect the NLW for staff who work a 37-hour week,
formerly skill zone staff, and Level 2 was increased to £19,044 to reflect the NLW for staff who work a
42 hour week. Performance awards were also distributed across all staff, based on a projected Box 3
performance rating. The awards ranged from 6.6% to 3.5%, dependent on Level. Prospect balloted
members on the pay offer, which was overwhelmingly accepted, delivering consolidated pay increases
to all members above cost-of-living indicators. DE&S is impacted by the Government’s announcement
of a pay freeze this year. Negotiations are ongoing in relation to distribution of non-consolidated
performance pay. A wider review of pay and reward is continuing.
The aspiration remains to remove the link between performance and pay.
Other key issues
Regular weekly consultation has taken place throughout the year with both DE&S and SDA covering
an extensive range of issues. During the year 2020-21, key issues have included:
Covid 19 – Prospect has engaged throughout the year on the published FAQs, and on health and
safety reviews.
Review of Salmo Terms and Conditions - a major review of Salmo (Salvage and Marine) terms and
conditions, which has included pay, allowances and working practices has now concluded. Prospect
balloted members on the final proposal, which was overwhelmingly accepted by members. A
subsequent review of the staff handbook has also concluded, and is due to be published.
Transfers of staff between DE&S and MOD TLBs - Further transfers have taken place into DSOM
(UKStratCom), following an initial transfer last year involving CAAS. Additional transfers of staff within
FES and WDO have concluded. Recent consultation has taken place on the transfer of SONERT staff
into DNO, the transfer of staff in Navy Command Materiel Accounting and Service Delivery teams at
NBs Clyde and Portsmouth to DE&S LDOC, and SDA NSQEP staff also into DNO. Issus related to pay
and grade alignment continue to cause concern and are the subject of a Motion to this year’s MOD
Group ADC.
RRAs – Negotiations on the removal of the Rosyth RRA concluded this year. The RRA was received
by staff in Ships Domain and CAAS, which subsequently transferred to MOD. The final offer
consolidated the allowance (minus the employer pension contribution) to basic pay of affected staff.
The offer was overwhelmingly accepted by member. No further engagement has taken place on the Air
Worthiness RRA, which has been on hold due to Covid work constraints.
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Success Profiles - The creation of success profiles as a replacement for role profiles has concluded.
Concerns remain on the level of engagement and inclusion related to job evaluating new success
profiles, which utilises the KornFerry Job Evaluation process. Trade Unions requested training to
enable participation in the job evaluation process, which has been refused. Representations continue.
Smarter Working – Consultation is continuing on the introduction of a Smarter Working Policy, which is
aimed at extending flexible working in DE&S/SDA. Importantly, Prospect is taking a lead role in
consultations, particularly in relation to ensuring the inclusion in the Policy of the Right to Disconnect.
DE&S/SDA projects – Consultation has taken place on a number of Transformation related projects.
Project Neptune, aimed at enabling DE&S to take on relevant work, work delivery and size of
organisation; Future Maritime Support Programme, a proposal for the mobilisation of Navy Command
(NC), DE&S and SDA posts required to implement the Future Maritime Support Programmes (FMSP)
Operating Model.
Policies and Procedures – A review is taking place of DE&S/SDA policies and procedures, in line with
the introduction of MyHR. Most changes, in line with the MoD have related to taxonomy, however the
opportunity has been taken to update a number of policies. This includes ongoing consultation on a
Harassment & Bullying Policy – Managing Unacceptable Behaviour, and the Policy on Reasonable
Adjustments and Workplace Adaptions.
34. DECA
Pay
At the time of writing the 2020 pay review is not concluded. A business case was submitted to the
MOD Secretary of State to enable DECA to utilise 2.5% of the pay bill. Negotiations have started and
expected to conclude quickly.
Other key issues
Pay and Grading – Consultation has continued with the Trade Unions in DECA (Prospect, Unite, PCS
and GMB) on the introduction of a fit for purpose pay and grading system. Phase 1 has been
completed with staff currently being informed of their scores aligned to the Mercer pay system.
However, the Trade Unions have significant concerns about the level of information and knowledge
shared with the Trade Unions and staff. Additionally, the Trade Union Side have not agreed that staff
should be given job evaluation scores without the information provided in relation to organisation
structure. Having taken the decision to go ahead with concluding Phase 1, including allowing staff to
appeal, the Trade Unions are considering next steps, given our concerns about the future roll out of the
project.
Transformation – Consultation on Transformation projects and business as usual is ongoing. This
includes Clockwise (a new clocking system), Risk management, Test Solutions re-organisation, IS
Active. IS Passive, Continuous improvement Capability, Pay and Grading (Phase 1), ERP route to
business case and business performance measures. A new Transformation HR Director has been
appointed in the last year.
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35. DSTL
No report received.
36. UK Hydrographic Office
Pay
Last years pay deal which provided 3% for all staff (a mix of consolidated and non-consolidated) was
welcomed by members.
Lower paid staff received more consolidated pay than the higher paid.
Other Key Issues
The Year has been dominated by the COVID pandemic.
UKHO Senior management responded very well and made clear to all staff their health and metal wellbeing was the priority not productivity. Staff were promptly provided with Monitors, Chairs and other IT
equipment to allow WFH. Lots of comms and support made available for staff struggling with lockdown/
pandemic worries and WFH. This positive attitude and continued support has been welcomed by
Prospect Branch and staff in general and it has paid off;
Within 3 days of first lockdown last March over 80% of staff were ‘up and running’ WFH and we have
been able to continue to provide to our customers almost all our usual products and services.
UKHO have launched a member led recruitment campaign at our Feb 2021 AGM (details attached).
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37. Pay
The Cabinet Office published the 2020 pay remit guidance in May last year. Prospect had been
seeking to encourage the Cabinet Office to take a different approach to pay given the challenges faced
by organisations across the public sector and by staff in dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic. A flat rate
percentage award was proposed as an interim measure. This was not agreed, however the key
element to the guidance enabled Civil Service employers to make pay awards up to a headline rate
(pay bill cost) of 1.5-2.5% without the need for a business case to be agreed by the Cabinet Office.
(The upper figure was 2% last year. This resulted in employers agreeing awards that delivered cost-ofliving linked increases to the majority of staff. Members will be aware that a public sector pay freeze
has been announced this year, which the Public Services Sector Executive continues to campaign on.
38. Civil Service Compensation Scheme
Prospect has regularly updated members regarding proposed changes to the Civil Service
Compensation Scheme. Discussions have been paused during 2020, however we do have
confirmation that the 2010 terms will remain in place at least until the end of 2021. Members will have
noted that the Government’s policy to cap redundancy payments compensation payments at £95k has
been removed, however the Cabinet Office have written to the Civil Service Trade Unions starting
formal consultation. Prospect will continue to seek legal advice on proposals.
39. Civil Service Pensions
The Cabinet Office have continued consultation on rolling forward pension contribution rates for the
third successive year, and a response has been issued outlining that they will be going ahead as
planned in the absence of a confirmed cost cap breach. The National Trade Union Committee (NTUC),
has set out its demands, which includes a clear commitment that the priority will be given to reduce
member contributions at least in line with previous SAB recommendations to the Minister following the
2016 draft valuation results, a reduction in member contribution rates of at least 2%; reform of the
contributions structure; improvements to the Alpha accrual rate; and improvements to death benefit.
Consultation continues.
The outcome of the consultation to remedy the discrimination identified in the McCloud case was
published in 2020. Prospect welcomed the announcement that the deferred choice underpin option, as
pressed for, has been chosen as the remedy. This will provide members with a choice at retirement,
based on a clear understanding of what they will receive under either option. The remedy will also be
applied to staff who have already retired or will retire before the remedy is implemented, giving a
retrospective choice.
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When writing the Annual Report in 2020 we had locked down for the first time due to Covid 19. Its fair
to say that no-one expected a year later that we would all still be dealing with the impact of the
pandemic, both at work and at home. Prospect representation, both in the collective sphere and for
individual members has been key in ensuring safe working and fair treatment has been maintained
throughout the past year. At the time of writing the Government has published the roadmap out of
lockdown, although, for now, the ‘work from home if you can’ message remains. Moving forward, our
focus will be on ensuring the return to workplaces is managed safely, and that a positive and
supportive approach is taken. Our intention is to ensure that there is no detrimental impact to our
members when developing policies on future working practices, with a view to creating improved
working environments, both at home and at work.
After years of less than inflation pay increases, positively this year we secured a consolidated cost of
living pay increase for all members. It is disappointing that we had to fight for this in relation to
members at the maximum, many of whom have had their pay frozen, with small, if any increases
applied during the years of the Government’s austerity measures applied to public sector workers.
Once again, the Government has focussed on public services in announcing a pay pause in 2021,
another term for a pay freeze. This is a kick in the teeth for members whose input into the
Government’s response to Covid, and to maintaining operational output in MoD has been exceptional.
Nationally, Prospect will continue to campaign on this grossly unfair policy throughout the coming year.
Informal engagement has commenced on the MoD 2021 pay review. The Cabinet Office Pay Guidance
clearly indicates that business cases can be submitted, however would need to show that any pay
reform is funded on a cost neutral basis by reforming terms and conditions. We know what this means.
Members funding their own pay increases by a reduction in hard fought for terms and conditions.
Prospect in Defence retains a policy position that we will not give up terms and conditions to fund pay
increases, in effect robbing Peter to pay Paul. Members will be kept updated with developments.
Prospect representatives have provided outstanding support to individual members during the year
both on an individual and collective basis. The efforts of our local representatives and Prospect HQ
staff during the past year have led to acceptable outcomes for individual members in casework, for
example in grievance and disciplinary outcomes, and in our collective negotiations on allowances. Both
the NSQEP settlement and the Rosyth RRA agreement have delivered significant sums being paid to
members, both through consolidated pay and back-payments. There is no doubt that our successes
would not happen without the engagement and activism of members and representatives.
It remains imperative that members look to become more active in Prospect, and particularly that
young members become engaged in Prospect’s future in Defence. Whilst a number of new
representatives have come forward during the year, we need to build our Branch Committee structures
to ensure we can continue the excellent work we do on behalf of our membership. Please do consider
getting involved and taking part in our training programmes which have continued throughout the year,
with successful on-line provision.
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The impact of the recently published Defence Command Paper and Defence Industrial and Security
Strategy on members in Defence is currently unknown but there is no doubt the fallout will impact
civilian staff. Our good work will continue to ensure as far as we possibly can, that our members do not
suffer detriment during the coming years of restructure and change.
This year’s MOD Group Annual Delegate Conference will debate key issues facing Prospect members
in the coming year, all of which are covered in the report above. Once again, the Conference will take
place virtually to determine our priorities for the year ahead.
Prospect’s standing as the voice of MOD specialists and professionals remains highly respected, both
within the MOD and across the Civil Service. Huge thanks go out to all our local representatives who
give up their valuable time to consistently work above and beyond on members behalf.
Lastly, our thanks go out to staff members and representatives who have retired during the past year.
Ian Beddow, our DTE Branch President has sadly for us taken the decision to retire, a huge loss. Ian’s
involvement in Prospect as a local representative has been outstanding, both in representing and
supporting members in his Branch, and as a member of our MPC and pay negotiation team. Ian’s
knowledge and input into pay negotiations is without exception, our pay guru will be sorely missed.
Freeda Betts, a Negotiations Officer in Prospect for over 40 years, has also retired early in 2021.
Freeda has been a stalwart on the Prospect HQ team, over the years providing excellent support,
advice and representation to most MOD Branches. We wish both Ian and Freeda a long and happy
retirement, and express our thanks to them for their service to our membership.
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